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AN EXTENSION OF MOTOO’S THEOREM

Joseph Glover*

Let X = (0, y, ~t, Xt, 6t, PX) be a right process on a Lusin topological

space (E, E), , and let ~* = a{f(Xs): : s>0, f is universally measurable on E}. Let

At and Bt be ~*-measurable continuous raw additive functionals. If At and Bt
are (Y t )-adapted and dAt « dBt almost surely, then a very useful theorem (due
first to Motoo and extended by Getoor) says that there is a positive function h’

so that dAt = h(Xt) dBt almost surely. We prove an extension of this theorem

by weakening the hypothesis of adaptedness.

Define [B] = { (t,w) : Bt(w)  Bt+e(w) for all e>0}. A process 

is said to be [B]-intrinsically predictable if whenever TE* is a positive

random variable with [T] C [B] , then Ct (k,r (~) w) - Ct(w) for all t ~ T(w), , for

all Here, kt is the killing operator of Azema [1] .

(1) Theorem. Let At and Bt be 03C3-integrable B(R+) F*-measurable continuous

raw additive functionals. If At and Bt are [B]-intrinsically predictable and

dAt « dBt almost s~urely, , then there is a positive universally measurable

function h on E so that A.t = j t h (X ) ) dB almost surely. .

Examples of such raw additive functionals can be found in [2] and [3],

where a theory of time change by the inverses of such additive functionals is

discussed. The proof of the theorem given below is in much the same vein as

those given in Section 1 of [3], but the objective and hypotheses are a bit

different.
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Let denote the collection of (Ft)-optional processes. If Ct is an

increasing process, let Ct denote its dual optional projection. As usual, ~°

= a{xs: s>0}, a{f: f is 1-excessive for X}, ~* = a{f: f is universally

measurable on E}, ~e - : sO, 

Proof. ° Let Tt = inf{s: ° Bs > t}. Then Tt+s = Tt + For each

s, set ~s = there exists with H = on 

(2) Lemma. (Bs) is an increasing family of 03C3-algebras.

Proof. If Bt E. e for each t, the proof is very simple and goes as

follows. Fix t > 0 and s > 0 and define V = inf{ur : B ok > s}. It is

simple to check that ) and : 
~ 

> s} =

: Bu > s} on by the hypothesis of [B]-intrinsic predicta-

bility. Thus Ts on {Tt+s  °o), and it follows that 

Assuming that Bt is only ~*-measurable complicates the proof in only technical

ways: the full proof is given in (1.3) of [3]. +

(3) Lemma. There are

(i) a kernel K from (E, ~*) to (S~, ~*) , , and

(ii) for each set of full Lebesgue measure,

so that almost surely for each for all G 

Proof. In assuming that At and Bt are 03C3-integrable, we mean there is .

a strictly positive optional process so that Ex j Rt and

Rt dBt  ~ for all x. (If At and Bt are Fe-measurable for each t, they

are always a-integrable: take Rt = exp (-At kt-Bt okt) }. Let ZtE bd(~t)+, and

let G E b~°+. Then

(4) (RZ)T(t)Go8T(t)dt = Ex j 
Set Dt = t0 Goes dBs. . Since dDt « dBt and both Dt and Bt are continuous

additive functionals of Xt, there is a function so that we may rewrite

the right hand side of (4) as
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(RZ)tfG(Xt) ~ dBt = Ex J ~ dt. °

Standard arguments yield existence of a kernel K from (E, E*) to (Q, ~*) so that

Fix x in E. There is an process so that = on {Tt~}.Fix x in E. There is an (Ft)-optional process so that = e on 

(See Lemma (1.4) in [3]. . If B t is assumed to be Fe-measurable, then Wt =
. Replacing Zt with ZtWt and applying Fubini’s theorem, we obtain

(5) J e-at = J e -at E x J dt. .

rhere is a separable a-algebra so that for each process YtE d (~t)

:here is a process so that Yt and Y~ are pX-indistinguishable ([4], , p.366).

Let (Zx,nt)n ~1 
be an algebra of bounded processes generating dx, and let 

e an algebra of bounded random variables generating Fo. Equation (5) implies

:hat for each n and m, there is a set of full Lebesgue measure so that

:or each , 
. Thus

:here is one set Mx~R+ of full Lebesgue measure so that for each t E Mx,

] 

~t follows that ) almost surely ) for each . 

+

Now let Ct = ° Then CtE* for each t, Ct + ’ and

lCt « dt. If we set Z = lim ’ then for each t,

md ° By Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem, Ct = Zs ds.

et 03BD be the measure on (Q, Fo) defined by setting v (H) = EX 1 for

Lll H E ~°+. Since ~*, , there is a random variable Q E~° so that

~ = AT(t) almost surely (v). Let (Ys) be the process °

’hen YT(t) Ut. Since = ~ (t) almost surely

pX), , we conclude that for each s, Zs differs from an element of Bs+ by a

set. Set g(x) = , and let p be the measure on (E, E)

.efined by setting u (f) - Since g E~*, there is a function

so that 0. . Thus ] = 0 and 
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since h(X ) is an optional process. Therefore, if t E Mx, 

Ex[g(xT(t))|Ht] = Ex[Z0o03B8T(t)|Ht]=Ex[Zt|Ht ] almost surely (Px). Recall

that there is a set so that is countable and = 

almost surely (Px) for all HE for each t e Nx. Thus if tE Mx~ Nx,

) = Zt almost surely (Px) since Zt is in the Px-completion of 

Since Mx~Nx is of full Lebesgue measure, standard Fubini arguments yield

that Ct ) ds, and it follows that At = g(Xs) dBs.
This completes the proof of Theorem (1). +
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